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Introduction - Cultivator

Introduction 

Farm King cultivators, chisel plows, and chisel cultivators feature a full floating hitch to maintain a 
constant working depth. Available with trip force of 350, 550, 600 and 650 lb (159, 250, 272, 295 kg) 
and in working widths from 23' 6" to 60' (7.2 m to 18.3 m) there is a Farm King cultivator to meet 
the needs of every operation.

Keep this manual handy for frequent reference. All new operators or owners must review the 
manual before using the equipment and at least annually thereafter. Contact your Farm King 
Dealer if you need assistance, information, or additional copies of the manual. Visit our website  
at www.buhlerindustries.com/ for a complete list of dealers in your area. 

The directions left, right, front and rear, as mentioned throughout this manual, are as seen facing 
in the direction of travel of the implement.
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Safety - Cultivator

Safety 

Safety Instructions
Remember, YOU are the key to safety. Good safety practices not only protect you, but also the 
people around you. Make these practices a working part of your safety program. Be certain that 
everyone operating this equipment is familiar with the recommended operating and maintenance 
procedures and follows all the safety precautions. Most accidents can be prevented. Do not risk 
injury or death by ignoring good safety practices.

The alert symbol is used throughout this manual. It indicates attention is required and identifies 
hazards. Follow the recommended precautions.

The safety alert symbol means… 
ATTENTION! BECOME ALERT! YOUR SAFETY IS INVOLVED! 

CAUTION
The caution symbol indicates a potentially hazardous situation 
that, if not avoided, may result in minor or moderate injury. It 
may also be used to alert against unsafe practices.

WARNING
The Warning Symbol indicates a potentially hazardous situation 
that, if not avoided, could result in death or serious injury, and 
includes hazards that are exposed when guards are removed. It 
may also be used to alert against unsafe practices.

DANGER

The Danger Symbol indicates an imminently hazardous situation 
that, if not avoided will result in death or serious injury. This 
signal word is to be limited to the most extreme situations, 
typically for machine components that, for functional purposes, 
cannot be guarded.
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Safety - Cultivator

General Safety
•	 Have a first-aid kit available for use and know how to use it. Have a fire extinguisher 

available, stored in a highly visible location, and know how to use it.
•	 Wear appropriate protective gear. This list may include but is not limited to:

 - hard hat
 - protective shoes with slip resistant soles
 - protective glasses or goggles
 - heavy gloves
 - wet weather gear
 - hearing protection
 - respirator or filter mask

•	 Read and understand the Operator’s Manual and all safety signs before operating, servicing, 
adjusting, repairing, or unplugging the equipment. 

•	 Do not attempt any unauthorized modifications to your Farm King product as this could 
affect function or safety, and could affect the life of the equipment. 

•	 Inspect and clean the working area before operating. 
•	 Keep hands, feet, clothing, and hair away from moving parts. 
•	 Ensure bystanders are clear of the area before operating.
•	 Never allow anyone to ride on the tractor drawbar, or on the cultivator. The person(s) riding 

may fall and be seriously or fatally injured.
•	 Machinery should be operated ONLY by persons responsible and qualified to do so.
•	 Never allow anyone to climb or play on the tractor or cultivator. They may fall and be 

seriously injured.
•	 Follow all safety precautions in your cultivator manual. 

Assembly Safety
•	 Use an aligning punch to line up holes. Keep your fingers out of these holes. Any sudden 

movement of heavy components will severely injure or sever your fingers.
•	 Use a hoist or adequate manpower to lift the heavy components into place. Use adequate 

jacks or support materials. Attempting to lift heavy components by yourself could cause 
serious injury.

•	 Be sure all bolts and hydraulic fittings are tight, and all cotter pins are installed in the slotted 
nuts and pins.

•	 Support the main and wing frames securely before assembling the components. Inadequate 
support may result in the heavy components falling and causing serious injury to you and 
person(s) nearby.

•	 Be sure all wheel bolts are checked for tightness during initial transport or when first 
cultivating. Loose wheel bolts may result in the wheel falling off, causing serious damage to 
the cultivator and may cause serious injury to the operator or person(s) nearby.

•	 To fill the wing lift cylinders with hydraulic fluid, remove the pin from the shaft end of each 
wing lift cylinder and pump fluid into the cylinders. Extend and contract the cylinders until 
they are completely filled with hydraulic fluid. The wings will free-fall if the cylinders are not 
completely filled with fluid, resulting in serious damage.

•	 Do not raise or lower the main or wing frames until all components are securely tightened. 
Loose components will cause serious damage to the cultivator and serious injury or death to 
you and person(s) nearby if the main or wing frames fell.
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•	 Before applying pressure to the hydraulic system, be sure all connections are tight and the 
components are not damaged.

•	 When moving, positioning or attaching the castor wheel assemblies, use extreme care not 
to place any portion of your body (such as your hands, arms or legs) between the top and 
bottom links. These links could collapse, causing serious injury. 

Maintenance Safety
•	 Do not loosen or disassemble hydraulic components when there is pressure within those 

components. Hydraulic components under pressure may cause parts and hydraulic fluid to 
fly out at a high velocity, which could cause serious injury. Always relieve the pressure in the 
hydraulic system before making adjustments to the hydraulic system.

•	 Check all hydraulic hoses periodically for signs of ruptures and leaks. Always use wood or 
cardboard as a backstop, and wear gloves and eye protection when searching the hydraulic 
system for leaks. Spurting hydraulic fluid can cause injury if it penetrates the skin or the eyes. 
If injured by escaping hydraulic fluid, see a medical doctor immediately.

•	 Always relieve the pressure in the hydraulic system when the cultivator is not being 
operated.

•	 Always permit parts which contain hot fluid to cool to a safe temperature before handling or 
disconnecting these parts.

•	 Always wear safety glasses or goggles and gloves when working on the hydraulic system.
•	 Be sure all hydraulic cylinders are completely filled with hydraulic fluid to avoid wing free-fall 

or sudden movement. If the hydraulic cylinders are not completely filled, the wings will free-
fall, resulting in serious damage to the cultivator and serious injury or death to you or those 
nearby.

•	 Lower the cultivator to the ground when servicing. If the cultivator must be serviced in the 
raised position, install the full set of depth control segments on the rockshaft cylinder. Then 
lower cultivator until cylinder hits stops. If the hydraulic system failed, or if the hydraulic 
lever was accidentally operated, the cultivator could drop.

•	 Do not service or adjust the cultivator when it is in motion. You may fall and be seriously or 
fatally injured.

•	 Always put all tractor controls in neutral, set the park brake and shut the engine off before 
servicing the cultivator. If the tractor and cultivator were to roll, you could be seriously or 
fatally injured.

•	 If wing lift cylinder(s) is removed when wings are folded into transport position, always 
install a safety chain between each wing frame and main frame to prevent wings from falling. 
If wings fell serious injury or death could occur to person(s) nearby and machine would be 
damaged severely. 

Transport Safety
•	 Use the "SMV" emblem and warning lights for the protection of the tractor and other motor 

vehicle operators when transporting the cultivator. Check local laws regarding transport 
regulations.

•	 When transporting the cultivator, always lock the rockshaft by installing depth control 
segments on lift cylinder. If the hydraulic system failed, or if the hydraulic lever was 
accidentally operated, the cultivator could drop, resulting in serious damage to the cultivator 
and serious injury or death to you or those nearby.

Safety - Cultivator
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Safety - Cultivator

•	 Do not exceed 10 mph (16 km/h) when transporting the cultivator on smooth surfaces. 
Reduce your speed on rough surfaces. Do not transport the cultivator with any other vehicle 
except a tractor.

•	 When transporting the cultivator with the wings folded (UP), be sure there is sufficient 
clearance under all power lines and other overhead obstructions. Serious injury or death can 
result from contact with electrical lines. Use care to avoid contact with electrical lines when 
moving or operating the cultivator.

•	 Always close hydraulic lock up valves before transporting cultivator. If hydraulic levers were 
accidentally operated during transport, serious injury or death to person(s) nearby or serious 
damage to cultivator could result from the wings falling or machine dropping.

•	 Always attach a safety chain to the tractor drawbar and the cultivator hitch before 
transporting the cultivator. Serious damage and injury could result from the cultivator 
separating from the tractor drawbar.

•	 Always lock the wings in the folded position with the transport locks before transporting the 
cultivator. Serious damage to the cultivator and serious injury or death could result from the 
wings falling during transport.

•	 Check all reflectors for visibility and cleanliness before transporting the cultivator. It is 
important that the reflectors are clean and visible, especially during the evening hours.

•	 Regulate your speed on hillsides and curves when transporting the cultivator. Loss of tractor 
control could result in serious damage to the cultivator and possible serious injury or death 
to you or those nearby. 

Operation Safety
•	 Be sure person(s) are standing clear before starting or moving the tractor and cultivator.
•	 Only one (1) person (the operator) should be permitted on the tractor when the cultivator is 

in operation, and he/she should be familiar with repair procedures and temporary first aid 
treatment.

•	 Never stand between the tractor and cultivator when hitching the cultivator to the tractor, 
unless all tractor controls are in neutral and the park brake is set. The tractor could roll 
backwards, which could result in serious injury or death to you or those nearby.

•	 Use extra care when operating the cultivator on hillsides. The tractor may tip over if it strikes 
a hole, ditch or other irregularity, resulting in serious injury or death to the operator or those 
nearby.

•	 To avoid personal injury or death, always stay clear of the folding wings when they are being 
raised, lowered or in the folded position. If the hydraulic system failed, or if the hydraulic 
lever was accidentally operated, the wings could drop, resulting in serious injury or death to 
you or those nearby.

•	 Always relieve the pressure in hydralic system and close both lockup valves when the 
cultivator is not being operated. 
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Safety - Cultivator

Safety Decals
•	 Keep all decals clean and in good condition to provide you with a constant reminder of safe 

operating procedures.
•	 Replace any destroyed, missing or illegible decals.

CAUTION

Wings may unfold to thermal expansion of hydraulic oil causing 
damage to cultivator, property or severe injury or death to 
person(s) nearby. Release pressure in all cylinders then close 
hydraulic lockup valves before unhitching from tractor or when 
parking with tractor
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Specifications - Cultivator

Specifications 

8" Spacing 
 

Model
Working 
Width

# of 
Shanks

Main 
Frame 
Width

Wing 
Frame 
Width

Stub Ext.
Approx. 

Tran. 
Width

Approx. 
Tran. 

Height

Wing 
Lift Cyl 

Size

5524-36-13-6 24' 2" 36 13-1/2' 6' Base Unit 17'10" 9'8" 4"x 36"

5525-38-13-6 25' 6" 38 13-1/2' 6' 6" 17'10" 10'6" 4"x 36"

5527-40-13-6 26' 10" 40 13-1/2' 6' 6", 14" 17'10" 11'0" 4"x 36"

5529-44-13-8 29' 6" 44 13-1/2' 8' Base Unit 17'10" 12'3" 4"x 36"

5531-46-13-8 30' 10" 46 13-1/2' 8' 6" 17'10" 13'1" 4"x 36"

5532-48-13-8 32' 2" 48 13-1/2' 8' 6", 14" 17'10" 13'7" 4"x 36"

5535-52-13-10 34' 10" 52 13-1/2' 10' Base Unit 17'10" 14'10" 5"x 36"

5536-54-13-10 36' 2" 54 13-1/2' 10' 6" 17'10" 15'9" 5"x 36"

5537-56-13-10 37' 6" 56 13-1/2' 10' 6", 14" 17'10" 16'3" 5"x 36"

5539-58-13-10 38' 10" 58 13-1/2' 10' 24" 17'10" 17'0" 5"x 36"

5540-60-13-10 40' 2" 60 13-1/2' 10' 6", 24" 17'10" 17'8" 5"x 36"

5532-48-16-8 32' 2" 48 16' 8' Base Unit 20'6" 12'3" 4"x 36"

5533-50-16-8 33' 6" 50 16' 8' 6" 20'6" 13'1" 4"x 36"

5535-52-16-8 34' 10" 52 16' 8' 6", 14" 20'6" 13'7" 4"x 36"

5537-58-16-10 37' 6" 56 16' 10' Base Unit 20'6" 14'10" 5"x 36"

5539-58-16-10 38' 10" 58 16' 10' 6" 20'6" 15'9" 5"x 36"

5540-60-16-10 40' 2" 60 16' 10' 6", 14" 20'6" 16'3" 5"x 36"

5541-62-16-10 41' 6" 62 16' 10' 24" 20'6" 17'0" 5"x 36"

5543-64-16-10 42' 10" 64 16' 10' 6", 24" 20'6" 17'8" 5"x 36"

5544-66-16-10 44' 2" 66 16' 10' 6", 14", 24" 20'6" 18'4" 5"x 36"

5545-68-16-10 45' 6" 68 16' 10' 6", 14", 21", 24" 20'6" 18'10" 5"x 36"

 
Trip Assembly

•	 550 lb (250 kg.)
•	 1" x 2" (25.4mm x 50.8mm) Shank
•	 Spring Tension - 10 turns 

Tires

•	 Center Frame - 11L x 15 D (8 Ply Rating) - 55 PSI
•	 Wing Frame - 11L x 15C (6 Ply Rating) - 45 PSI

Application Size Torque

Shank Assembly 5/8" x 4" U-Bolt 150 ft lbs

Rockshaft Linkage 1-1/4" Diameter Bolt 840 ft lbs

Wheel Bolts 9/16" Diameter bolt 150 ft lbs

Stub Extension 5/8" x 4" U-Bolt 150 ft lbs

Shank Assembly 3/4" Diameter Pivot Bolt 265 ft lbs
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Assembly - Cultivator

10" Spacing 
 

Model
Working 
Width

# of 
Shanks

Main 
Frame 
Width

Wing 
Frame 
Width

Stub Ext.
Approx. 

Tran. 
Width

Approx. 
Tran. 

Height

Wing 
Lift Cyl 

Size

5524-28-13-6 23' 6" 28 13-1/2' 6' Base Unit 17'10" 9'4" 4"x 36"

5525-30-13-6 25' 2" 30 13-1/2' 6' 6" 17'10" 10'4" 4"x 36"

5527-32-13-6 26' 10" 32 13-1/2' 6' 6", 14" 17'10" 11'0" 4"x 36"

5530-36-13-8 30' 2" 36 13-1/2' 8' Base Unit 17'10" 12'7" 4"x 36"

5532-38-13-8 31' 10" 38 13-1/2' 8' 14" 17'10" 13'7" 4"x 36"

5534-40-13-8 33' 6" 40 13-1/2' 8' 14", 21" 17'10" 14'3" 4"x 36"

5535-42-13-10 35' 2" 42 13-1/2' 10' Base Unit 17'10" 15'0" 5"x 36"

5537-44-13-10 36' 10" 44 13-1/2' 10' 14" 17'10" 16'1" 5"x 36"

5539-46-13-10 38' 6" 46 13-1/2' 10' 14", 21" 17'10" 16'9" 5"x 36"

5532-38-16-8 31' 10" 38 16' 8' Base Unit 20'6" 12'1" 4"x 36"

5534-40-16-8 33' 6" 40 16' 8' 6" 20'6" 13'1" 4"x 36"

5535-42-16-8 35' 2" 42 16' 8' 6", 21" 20'6" 13'9" 4"x 36"

5537-44-16-10 36' 10" 44 16' 10' Base Unit 20'6" 14'6" 5"x 36"

5539-46-16-10 38' 6" 46 16' 10' 6" 20'6" 15'7" 5"x 36"

5540-48-16-10 40' 2" 48 16' 10' 6", 14" 20'6" 16'3" 5"x 36"

5542-50-16-10 41' 10" 50 16' 10' 24" 20'6" 17'2" 5"x 36"

5544-52-16-10 43' 6" 52 16' 10' 14", 24" 20'6" 18'0" 5"x 36"

5545-54-16-10 45' 2" 54 16' 10' 14", 21", 24" 20'6" 18'8" 5"x 36"

 
Trip Assembly

•	 550 lb (250 kg.)
•	 1" x 2" (25.4mm x 50.8mm) Shank
•	 Spring Tension - 10 turns 

Tires

•	 Center Frame - 11L x 15 D (8 Ply Rating) - 55 PSI
•	 Wing Frame - 11L x 15C (6 Ply Rating) - 45 PSI

Application Size Torque

Shank Assembly 5/8" x 4" U-Bolt 150 ft lbs

Rockshaft Linkage 1-1/4" Diameter Bolt 840 ft lbs

Wheel Bolts 9/16" Diameter bolt 150 ft lbs

Stub Extension 5/8" x 4" U-Bolt 150 ft lbs

Shank Assembly 3/4" Diameter Pivot Bolt 265 ft lbs
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Operation - Cultivator

Operation Instructions 

1. Field operation 
 
A - See FIG. 1. Open both hydraulic lock up valves located at front of center frame. Position 
levers as shown. This will allow hydraulic oil to flow to hydraulic cylinders. 
 
B - Remove the wing lock-up pins and lower wings to field operating position.

CAUTION Be sure person(s) are standing clear before starting or moving the 
tractor and cultivator.

NOTE: Only one (1) person (the operator) should be permitted on the tractor when the 
cultivator is in operation, and he/she should be familiar with repair procedures and temporary 
first aid treatment. 
 
C - Be sure wing lift cylinders are fully extended when wings are lowered to field position. 
If the cylinders are not fully extended, the wings will hang on the cylinders, and will not flex 
down. 
 
NOTE: After the wing tires have touched down, continue to hold down the hydraulic lever. 
There is a short pause before the cylinders fully extend. 
 
D - Insure that the tractor drawbar is pinned in the center position.
 
E - Insure that the front and rear shovels are level, and the wings are level with the main frame. 
Set the cutting depth as required. 
 
F - Use a tractor speed that will provide the desired cutting action.
 
NOTE: Do not operate the cultivator with the front shovels cutting deeper than the rear shovels.
 
NOTE: Insure the hitch jack is pinned in the horizontal position.
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Operation - Cultivator

WARNING
Never stand between the tractor and cultivator when hitching the 
cultivator to the tractor unless all tractor controls are in neutral 
and the park brake is set. The tractor could roll, which could result 
in serious injury or death to you or those nearby.

 

DANGER

To avoid personal injury or death, always stay clear of the folding 
wings when they are being raised, lowered or in the folded (up) 
position. If the hydraulic system failed, or if the hydraulic lever 
was accidentally operated, the wings could drop, resulting in 
serious injury to you and those nearby.

FIG. 2

MAIN FRAME

CYLINDER LUG

BLOCK

FRONT VIEW

WING LIFT
CYLINDER

WING FRAME

G - If cultivating conditions require extreme and wing flexibility remove the pin from the rod 
end of the wing lift cylinders and retract the cylinders (shown in dashed lines in the picture). 
Lay the retracted cylinders on the frame.  
 
See FIG. 2. When reattaching the wing lift cylinders to the cylinder lugs on the wing frames, be 
sure to block up the cylinder to allow the shaft end to pass over the cylinder lug. 
 
If the cylinder is not blocked up, the shaft end may strike the cylinder lug, causing serious 
damage to the cylinder. 
 
NOTE: Do not operate the cultivator with the wings folded (up) in the transport position. Severe 
damage to the cultivator may occur. 
 

WARNING Never allow anyone to ride on the tractor drawbar, or on the 
cultivator. The person riding may fall off and be seriously injured

NOTE: Machinery should be operated only by person(s) responsible and qualified to do so.

CAUTION Never allow anyone to climb or play on the cultivator. They may 
fall and be seriously injured.
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Operation - Cultivator

CAUTION
Use the SMV emblem and warning lights for the protection of the 
tractor and other motor vehicle operators when transporting the 
cultivator over public roads. Check local laws regarding transport 
regulations.

2. Preparing cultivator for transport. 
 
A - See FIG. 3. Install the "SMV" emblem in the "SMV" bracket bolted to the rear rockshaft 
bearing on center frame before transporting the cultivator. 

B - Raise cultivator out of the ground then fold wings.
 
C - See FIG. 4. After wings are folded install one transport lock pin in each wing. Secure 
transport pin with (1) hair pin. 

WARNING
Always lock the wings in the folded position with the transport 
locks before transporting the cultivator. Serious damage to the 
cultivator and serious injury or death could result from the wings 
falling during transport.

SMV
EMBLEM

FIG. 3  
FIG. 4

WING
FRAME

TRANSPORT
LOCK PIN

MAIN
FRAME

D - See FIG. 5. Close hydraulic lock-up valves located at front of center frame. Position levers 
as shown. This will lock hydraulic oil in cylinders preventing accidental operation of hydraulic 
system during transport. 

CAUTION

Always close hydraulic lock up valves before transporting 
cultivator. If hydraulic lever were accidentally operated, 
serious injury or death to person(s) nearby or serious damage 
to cultivator could result from the wings falling or machine 
dropping.
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Operation - Cultivator

E - See FIG. 6 Attach a safety chain to the tractor drawbar and the cultivator. Use a safety chain 
with sufficient strength to withstand a force greater than the gross weight of implement’s being 
towed. 

CAUTION
Always attach a safety chain to the tractor drawbar and the 
cultivator hitch before transporting the cultivator. Serious injury 
or death and serious damage to the cultivator could result from 
the cultivator separating from the tractor drawbar.

F - See FIG. 7. Install all depth control segments total length of 11-1/4" (285.75mm) on rockshaft 
cylinder before transporting the cultivator.

WARNING

Before transporting the cultivator always lock the rockshaft by 
installing all the depth control segments (11-1/4" Lg) on rockshaft 
cylinder. If the hydraulic lever was accidentally operated or if the 
hydraulic system failed the cultivator could drop, causing serious 
injury or death to you or those nearby

3. Towing equipment 
 
A - See FIG. 8. When towing equipment behind cultivator with fixed type tow hitch, the hitch 
of the towed equipment must be attached low enough so the equipment’s hitch slopes down 
towards the cultivator at approximately a 5 degree angle. 
 
If towed equipment is attached too high it will pull rear of cultivator down causing uneven 
shank penetration. 
 
If tow hitch other than Farm King is used, it may have to be modified so towed equipment can 
be hitched lower. 
 
If you are using hitch supplied with Cereal Implement’s Chinook Air Seeder, Farm King has a 
lowering kit available. 
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Operation - Cultivator

FIG. 8

FIXED TYPE TOW HITCH

APPROX. 5°

HITCH OF TOWED
EQUIPMENT * SEE
NOTE ABOVE

WARNING
Do not exceed 10 mph (16 km/h) when transporting the cultivator 
on smooth surfaces. Reduce your speed on rough surfaces. Do 
not transport the cultivator with any other vehicle except a tractor.

DANGER

When transporting the cultivator with the wongs folded (up) 
be sure there is sufficient clearance under all power lines and 
other overhead obstructions. Serious injury or death can result 
from contact with electrical lines. Use care to avoid contact with 
electrical lines when moving or transporting the cultivator.

WARNING
Regulate your speed on hillsides and curves when transporting 
the cultivator. Loss of tractor control could result in serious 
damge to the cultivator and possible serious injury or death to 
you or those nearby.

NOTE: Check all reflectors for visibility and cleanliness before transporting the cultivtor. It is 
important that reflectors are clean and visible, especially during the evening hours.

4. Field adjustments - leveling cultivator 
 
A - See FIG. 9. To level wing frames with center section, raise or lower each wing with a quick 
leveler, arrow 1. These quick levellers are located between wing rockshaft and intermediate 
rockshaft. To adjust quick levellers, loosen locknut, then adjust center body of leveler as 
required. After adjustments are complete, tighten lock nut. 
 
B - See FIG 10. To level cultivator from front to rear, raise or lower front of cultivator by 
adjusting length of castor wheel links, arrow 1. When levelling cultivator from front to rear, the 
wing castor wheels should be adjusted first. Then adjust center section caster wheel so it is at 
same height as wing castor wheels. The two (2) wing frame castor wheel assemblies usually 
carry the front of cultivator when cultivating. The center castor wheel will not carry a great 
amount of weight. Center castor wheel will only carry load when center section goes over a 
ridge or when cultivator is placed in transport position. 
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Operation - Cultivator

C - Use the following procedures to check if cultivator is level:
 
C1 - Lower cultivator completely to ground. The tires should not be carrying any weight.
 
C2 - Raise cultivator so front center section shovels are approximately 1" (25.4mm) off ground.
 
C3 - Check height of shovels' on front and rear rank of each wing and center section.
 
C4 - If front and rear shovels are not at same height, adjust linkage as described in section A 
and B and repeat Section C. 
 
D - Further adjustments may be required in the field depending on field conditions. If wings are 
cutting too deep or not deep enough, simply correct with quick leveler on wings. 
 
E - See FIG. 11. The cutting depth is controlled by installing segment collars on the rockshaft 
cylinder shaft. Five (5) segments vary in length from 5/8" to 2" (16mm x 50.8mm). 

Adjust 
Length

FIG. 10

1
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Operation - Cultivator

F - See FIG. 12. The springs on the shank trip assemblies are tightened as follows after spring 
I-Bolts become snug: 
 
(10) turns for 5550 Cultivator (550 lb trip). If shank is not holding ground tool in desired position 
due to soil conditions. Springs can be tightened to obtain more pressure. 
 
NOTE: Be sure all bolts are checked periodically for tightness. Special attention should be given 
to 3/4" (19.0mm) pivot bolts on the shank trip assemblies. If bolts come loose, the trip mount 
brackets could be damaged.

Stroke Control Segments
NOTE: Use with flat head cylinders only

Stop Length 
Dimension

Segment Combination

7-1/8" (181mm) 2" + 1-1/2" + 1-1/4" + 1" + 3/4" + 5/8" (Full Set) (50.8mm + 38.1mm + 31.7mm + 
25.4mm +19mm +15.7mm)

6-1/2" (165.1mm) 2" + 1-1/2" + 1-1/4" + 1" +3/4" (50.8mm + 38.1mm + 31.7mm + 25.4mm + 19.0mm)

6-3/8" (161.8mm) 2" + 1-1/2" + 1-1/4" +1" + 5/8" (50.8mm + 38.1mm + 31.7mm + 25.4mm + 15.7mm)

6-1/8" (155.4mm) 2" + 1-1/2" + 1-1/4" + 3/4" + 5/8" (50.8mm + 38.1mm + 31.7mm + 19.0mm +15.7mm)

5-7/8" (149.1mm) 2" + 1-1/2" + 1" + 3/4" + 5/8" (50.8mm + 38.1mm + 25.4mm + 19.0mm + 15.7mm)

5-3/4" 146.0mm) 2" + 1-1/2" + 1-1/4" + 1" (50.8mm + 38.1mm + 31.7mm + 25.4mm)

5-5/8" (142.7mm) 2" + 1-1/4" + 1" + 3/4" + 5/8" (50.8mm + 31.7mm + 25.4mm + 19.0mm + 15.7mm)

5-1/2" (139.7mm) 2" + 1-1/2" + 1-1/4" + 3/4" (50.8mm + 38.1mm + 31.7mm + 19.0mm)

5-3/8" (136.4mm) 2" + 1-1/2" + 1" + 5/8" (50.8mm + 38.1mm + 25.4mm + 15.7mm)

5-1/4" (133.3mm) 2" + 1-1/2" + 1" + 3/4" (50.8mm + 38.1mm + 25.4mm + 19.0mm)

5-1/8" (130.0mm) 1-1/2" + 1-1/4" + 1" + 3/4" + 5/8" or (2" + 1-1/2" + 1" +5/8") (38.1mm + 31.7mm + 
25.4mm+ 19.0mm + 15.7) or (50.8mm + 38.1mm +25.4mm + 15.7mm)

5.0" (127.0mm) 2" + 1-1/4" + 1" + 3/4" (50.8mm + 31.7mm + 25.4mm + 19.0mm)

4-7/8" (123.7mm) 2" + 1-1/2" + 3/4" + 5/8" or (2" + 1-1/4" + 1- 5/8") (50.8mm + 38.1mm + 19.0mm + 
15.7mm) or (50.8mm + 31.7mm + 41.1mm)

4-3/4" (120.7mm) 2" + 1-1/2" + 1-1/4" (50.8mm + 38.1mm + 31.7mm)

4-5/8" (117.3mm) 2" + 1-1/4" + 3/4" + 5/8" (50.8mm + 31.7mm + 19.0mm + 15.7mm)

4-1/2" (114.3mm) 1-1/2" + 1-1/4" + 1" + 3/4" (38.1mm + 31.7mm + 25.4mm + 19.0mm)

4-3/8" (110.9mm) 1-1/2" + 1-1/4" + 1" + 5/8" or (2" + 1" + 3/4" + 5/8") (38.1mm + 31.7mm + 25.4mm + 
15.7mm) or (50.8mm + 25.4mm + 19.0mm + 15.7mm)

4-1/4" (107.9mm) 2" + 1-1/4" + 1" (50.8mm + 31.7mm + 25.4mm)

4-1/8" (104.6mm) 1-1/2" + 1-1/4" + 3/4" + 5/8" (38.1mm + 31.7mm + 19.0mm + 15.7mm)

3-7/8" (98.3mm) 1-1/2" + 1" + 3/4" + 5/8" (38.1mm + 25.4mm + 19.0mm + 15.7mm)

3-3/4" (95.3mm) 1-1/2" + 1-1/4" + 1" (38.1mm + 31.7mm + 25.4mm)

3-5/8" (91.9mm) 1-1/4" + 1" + 3/4" + 5/8" (31.7mm + 25.4mm + 19.0mm + 15.7mm)

3-1/2" (88.9mm) 2" + 1-1/2" (50.8mm + 38.1mm)

3-3/8" (85.6mm) 2" + 3/4" + 5/8" (50.8mm + 19.0mm + 15.7mm)

3-1/4" (82.6mm) 2" + 1-1/4" (50.8mm + 31.7mm)

3-1/8" (79.2mm) 1-1/2" + 1" + 5/8" (38.1mm + 25.4mm + 15.7mm)
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Stop Length 
Dimension

Segment Combination

3.0" (76.2mm) 2" + 1" (50.8mm + 25.4mm)

2-7/8" (72.9mm) 1-1/4" + 1" + 5/8" (31.7mm + 25.4mm + 15.7mm)

2-3/4" (69.9mm) 2" + 3/4 (50.8mm + 19.0mm)

2-5/8" (66.5mm) 1-1/4" + 3/4" + 5/8" (31.7mm + 19.0mm + 15.7mm)

2-1/2" (63.5mm) 1-1/2" + 1" (38.1mm + 25.4mm)

2-3/8" (60.2mm) 1" + 3/4" + 5/8" (25.4mm + 19.0mm + 15.7mm)

2-1/4" (57.2mm) 1-1/4" + 1" (31.7mm + 25.4mm)

2-1/8" (53.8mm) 1-1/2" + 5/8" (38.1mm + 15.7mm)

2.0" (50.8mm) 2" or (1-1/4" + 3/4") (50.8mm) or (31.7mm + 19.0mm)

1-7/8" (47.5mm) 1-1/4" + 5/8" (31.7mm + 15.7mm)

1-3/4" (44.5mm) 1" + 3/4" (25.4mm + 19.0mm)

1-5/8" (41.1mm) 1" + 5/8" (25.4mm + 15.7mm)

1-1/2" (38.1mm) 1-1/2" (38.1mm)

1-3/8” (34.8mm) 3/4" + 5/8" (19.0mm + 15.7mm)

1-1/4" (31.8mm) 1-1/4" (31.7mm)

1.0" (25.4mm) 1" (25.4mm)

3/4" (19.0mm) 3/4" (19.0mm)

5/8" (15.7mm) 5/8" (15.7mm)
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Maintenance 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Lubrication 
 
A - See FIG. 13. Lubricate all lubrication points, arrows "G", with grease before cultivating with 
a new unit. 
 
G1 - Rockshaft bearings - Lubricate the rockshaft bearings every 20 hours of use with a high   
quality multipurpose SAE grease. 
 
G2 - Wheel bearings - Lubricate the wheel bearings every 10 hours of use with a high    
quality multipurpose SAE grease. 
 
G3 - Castor wheel linkage - Lubricate the pivot points on the castor wheels every 100 hours   
with a high quality multi-purpose SAE grease. 
 
G4 - Walking beams - Lubricate the pivot bearings on the walking beams every 50 hours of   
 use with a high quality multi-purpose SAE grease. 
 
G5 - Push arm assembly - Lubricate the pivot points on the push arm assembly every 100   
 hours of use a day with a high quality multi-purpose SAE grease. 
 
B - See FIG. 13. Lubricate all lubrication points, arrows "O", with oil before cultivating with a 
new unit. 
 
01 - Hinge bolts - Lubricate the hinge bolts with oil when they appear dry.
 
02 - Rockshaft link threaded shaft - Lubricate the thread of rockshaft linkage with oil when they 
appear dry. 
 
03 - Rockshaft arm ball joints - Lubricate the rockshaft ball joints at end and beginning of each 
season. 
 
04 - Push arm threaded shafts - Lubricate the thread of each castor wheel push arm with oil 
when they appear dry. 
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CAUTION

Lower the cultivator completely to the ground when servicing. If 
the cultivator must be serviced in the raised position, install the 
full set of depth control segments on rockshaft cylinder shaft. 
Then lower cultivator until cylinder hits depth segments. If the 
hydraulic system failed, or if the hydraulic lever was accidentally 
operated, the cultivator could drop.

CAUTION Do not lubricate the cultivator when it is in motion. You may fall 
and be seriously or fatally injured.

2. Maintenance 
 
A - All bolts and nuts should be checked 
periodically to make sure they are tight. 
Special attention should be given to the 
3/4" (19.0mm) pivot bolt on the shank trip 
assembly. If this pivot bolt comes loose, the 
trip mount bracket could be damaged. 
 
Also give special attention to all ball joint 
linkage bolts on rockshaft system. These 
bolts must be tightened to 840 foot pounds 
(1137 N.m). If the ball joint bolts are loose, 
the ball joints and bolts will wear causing 
excessive slack between the rockshafts, 
making even depth control difficult.  
 
Tighten as follows: 
 
- Shank U-Bolt 5/8" (15.7mm) diameter - 150 ft lbs (203 N.m) 
- Shank pivot bolt 3/4" (19.0mm) diameter - 265 ft lbs (359 N.m) 
- Wheel bolts 9/16" (14.3mm) diameter - 130 ft lbs (176.3 N.m) 
- Rockshaft linkage bolt 1-1/4" (31.7mm) diameter - 840 ft lbs (1139 N.m) 
- Stub extension U-Bolt 5/8" (15.7mm) diameter - 150 ft lbs (203 N.m) 
 
B - Check the tire pressure in all tires every one hundred (100) hours. Maintain equal pressure 
in all tires. Refer to specifications on page 5 for tire pressure. Check the tire tread periodically 
for nicks, cuts or abrasions. 
 

05 - Rockshaft cylinder pins - Lubricate shaft end of rockshaft cylinder pin with oil every 40 
hours of operation. 

 
C - See FIG. 14 - Lubricate the rockshaft cylinder pins with oil once every 40 hours of operation. 
Be sure to coat the pin holes of shaft end clevis and pin hole in rockshaft arm.
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CAUTION

Do not loosen or disassemble hydraulic components when there 
is pressure within those components. Escaping hydraulic fluid 
under pressure has sufficient force to penetrate skin. Always 
relieve the pressure in the hydraulic system before making 
adjustments to the hydraulic system.

CAUTION Always permit parts which contain hot fluid to cool a safe 
temperture before handling or disconnecting these parts.

 

CAUTION Always wear safety glasses or googles and gloves when workin 
on the hydraulic system.

 

CAUTION
Always put all tractor controls in neutral, set the park brake and 
shut engine off before servicing the cultivator. If the tractor and 
cultivator were to roll, you could be seriously injured.

C - Keep all decals clean and in good condition to provide you with a constant reminder of safe 
operating procedures. 
 
D - Replace any destroyed, missing or illegible decals and reflectors.
 
E - Replacing walking beam bearings - See FIG. 15, 16, 17 and 18.
 
E1 - Remove old bearing cups from walking beam bearing tube then install two (2) new cups 
(#48510). 
 
E2 - Place two (2) new cone bearings (#48548LA) in walking beam bearing tube.
 

CAUTION Always relieve the pressure in the hydraulic system when the 
cultivator is not being operated.

CAUTION

Check all hydraulic hoses periodically for signs of ruptures and 
leaks. Always use wood or cardboard as a backstop, and wear 
gloves and eye protection when searching the hydraulic system 
for leaks. Spurting hydraulic fluid can cause injury if it penetrates 
the skin or the eyes. If injured by escaping hydraulic fluid, see a 
medical immediately.

 

CAUTION
Be sure all hydraulic cylinders are completely filled with hydraulic 
fluid to avoid wing free-fall or sudden movement. If the hydraulic 
cylinders are not completely filled, the wing will free-fall, resulting 
in serious injury or death to you or those nearby.
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E3 - Before installing walking beam assembly c/w new bearings between wheel leg plates, 
check the width of these plates. They must be wider at the bottom than at the top as shown in 
Fig. 16. They must not be narrower at the bottom as shown in Fig. 17. 
 
E4 - If wheel leg plates are spaced narrower at the bottom as shown in Fig. 17, they must be 
spread apart. To do this, place a 3/4" x 4" N.C. (19.0mm x 101.6mm) hex bolt c/w nut between 
plates as shown in Fig. 15. To force wheel leg plates apart, unscrew the bolt and nut assembly. 
Adjust plates so they are approximately 1/16" (1.5mm) wider at bottom as shown in Fig. 16. 
 
E5 - See Fig. 18. Place bearing tube of walking beam assembly between wheel leg plates. Place 
one .135" (3.4mm) machinery bushing plus one .075" (1.9mm) machinery bushing over each 
bearing. Install 1-3/8" (35.0mm) bolt through wheel leg plates and walking beam bearing tube. 
Install 1-3/8" (35.0mm) slotted nut and tighten bolt so the two (2) wheel leg plates are drawn 
in so they are parallel 4-1/4" (109.5mm) apart. Do not draw in plates so they are tipped in at 
bottom as shown in Fig. 17.  
 
Next oscillate walking beam up and down and pull side to side. There should not be any side 
to side movement. There should be enough preload on bearing to require approximately 5 lbs 
of pressure to oscillate walking axle. If walking beam has side to side movement or does not 
have enough preload, remove bolt and add necessary .045” (1.14mm) machinery bushing(s) to 
complete the adjustment. 
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Fig. 20.

NOTE: Premature bearing failure will occur if wheel leg plates are not pressing evenly all 
around bearings. 
 
E6 - After adjustments are complete, install pin in slotted nut.

CAUTION

Lower the cultivator completely to the ground when servicing. If 
the cultivator must be serviced in the raised position, install the 
full set of depth control segments on the rockshaft cylinder. If the 
hydraulic system failed, or if the hydraulic lever was accidentally 
operated, the air drill could drop.

 
F - Replace any destroyed, missing or illegible decals and reflectors.
 
G - See FIG. 19. If center frame castor wheel oscillates (fishtails) uncontrollably when 
transporting Air Drill, the spring washers must be tightened to increase brake pressure.  
Do this as follows: 
 
G1 - Loosen top 1" (25.4mm) jam nut.
 
G2 - Tighten bottom 1" (25.4mm) nut until spring washers are fully compressed.
 
G3 - Loosen bottom 1" (25.4mm) nut 1/6 of a revolution.
 
G4 - Lock bottom nut by tightening top jam nut. It will be necessary to hold bottom nut while 
tightening top nut. 
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H - See FIG. 20. If shank and holder assembly becomes loose so there is excess side 
movement, the 3/4" I.D. x 3-1/2" (19.0mm x 88.9mm) long nylon bushing must be replaced.  
Do this as follows: 
 
H1 - Remove 3/4" x 5-3/4" (19.0mm x 146.0mm) hex pivot bolt.
 
H2 - Using a punch and hammer remove 3/4" x 3-1/2" (19.0mm x 88.9mm) long nylon bushing.
 
H3 - Install new nylon bushing into shank holder. Tap in with hammer.
 
H4 - Re-assemble shank and holder assembly to tower. Install bolt, lockwashers and nut as 
shown. Tighten bolt. 
 
H5 - Install shank springs and tighten springs as follows after spring and I-Bolt become snug: 
(10) turns for cultivator (550 lb trip). 
 
I - Wing lift cylinder removal - 4" x 36" (101.6mm x 914.4mm) or 5" x 36" (127.0mm x 914.4mm) 
cylinder(s) for inner wings. See FIG. 21. If possible lower wings to field position if wing lift 
cylinder(s) must be removed for repair or replacement. If wing lift cylinder(s) must be removed 
with wings in folded position, install a safety chain between each wing frame and main frame 
to prevent wings from falling down. Always install a chain on both wings even if only one 
cylinder is removed.

CAUTION

If wing lift cylinder(s) is removed when wings are folded into 
transport position. Always install a safety chain between each 
wing frame and main frame to prevent wings(s) from falling. 
If wing(s) fell serious injury or death could occur to person(s) 
nearby and machine would be damaged severly.
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3. Storage 
 
At the end of the season, do the following: 
 
A - Relieve the pressure in all hydraulic cylinders. Disconnect the hydraulic hoses from the 
tractor and cap them. 
 
B - Clean the cultivator and shanks. Coat them with oil or a rust preventative.
 
C - Cover the cylinders and hoses with a weatherproof material if the cultivator is to be stored 
outdoors. 
 
D - Coat all exposed cylinder shafts with grease.
 
E - Set planks under each wheel.
 
F - Lubricate all grease points.
 
G - Lubricate sockets in ball joints on the rockshaft.
 
H - Check the cultivator for worn or damaged parts. Replace these parts during the off-season.
 
I - Touch up any scratches.
 

CAUTION

Wings may unfold due to thermal expansion of hydraulic oil 
causing damage to cultivator, property or severe injury or death 
to person(s) nearby. Release pressure in all cylinder then close 
hydraulic lockup valves before unhitching from tractor or when 
parking with tractor.

WING LIFT CYLINDER
LOCKUP VALVE

CLOSEDCLOSED

CAUTION Always relieve the pressure in the hydraulic system and close 
both lockup valves when the cultivator is not being operated.

NOTE: When storing the cultivator, do not leave cylinders under hydraulic pressure, especially 
if the cylinders are activated during cold weather. The thermal expansion of oil which takes 
place when warmer weather returns may cause serious damage to the hydraulic cylinders 
or hoses. Always release hydraulic pressure and close lockup valves before unhitching from 
tractor. 
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Troubleshooting 

Problem Possible Cause Remedy

Outer shanks on wing(s) are 
cutting too deep

All three wheels on wing(s) are 
too high causing ends of wing 
to drop

Raise end of wing(s) by 
shortening wing quick
leveler. 

Outer shanks on wing(s) are 
not cutting deep enough

All three wheels on wing(s) are 
too low lifting ends of wing(s) 
out of ground

Raise end of wing(s) by 
shortening wing quick
leveler. 

Front shanks are cutting 
deeper than rear shanks.

Front castor wheels are too 
high causing front of cultivator 
to drop

Raise front of cultivator by 
lengthening castor wheel links.

Rear shanks are cutting deeper 
than front shanks

Front castor wheels are too 
low causing front of cultivator 
to lift

Lower front of cultivator by 
shortening castor wheel links.

Main and wing frame do not 
lower into the ground evenly

Rockshafts and rockshaft 
linkage is tight or seized

Lubricate rockshaft bearings, 
linkage, ball joints and castor 
wheel pivot points

Cultivator does not pull 
straight. Cultivator skews to 
the left hand side or right hand 
side

One wing is cutting deeper 
than the other

Level wings

One side of cultivator is 
cultivating hard ground

Cultivator will pull straight 
when soil condition is the 
same across full width of 
cultivator

Shanks on one side of center 
section cut deeper than the 
opposite side

Low tire pressure on one set of 
center section tires

Equalize tire pressure on all 
center section tires

Center section rockshaft may 
have been twisted causing 
wheel leg to be lower than 
other one

Center section rockshaft must 
be untwisted so wheels are at 
same angle or rockshaft must 
be replaced

Wings will not flex down
Wings are hanging up on the 
wing lift cylinders because 
they are not fully extended

Fully extend wing lift cylinders

Wing cylinder will not raise 
wings

Tractors hydraulic pressure is 
too low

Increase tractors’ hydraulic 
pressure, consult your tractor 
dealer

A piston seal in one of the 
wing lift cylinders has been 
damaged allowing hydraulic 
oil to bypass

Replace piston seal in one of 
the cylinders
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Problem Possible Cause Remedy

Rockshaft cylinder will not lift 
cultivator out of ground

Tractor’s hydraulic pressure is 
too low

Increase tractors’ hydraulic 
pressure, consult your tractor 
dealer

A piston seal has been 
damaged
allowing hydraulic oil to 
bypass

Replace piston seals

Front center frame castor 
wheel fishtails when 
transporting cultivator

Brake mechanism has 
inadequate pressure

Increase brake pressure
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Farm King Limited Warranty
This document limits your warranty rights.

Base Limited Warranty
Buhler Industries Inc. provides this warranty only to original retail purchasers of its product. 
Buhler Industries Inc. warrants to such purchasers that all Buhler Industries Inc. manufactured 
parts and components used and serviced as provided for in the Operator’s Manual shall be free 
from defects in materials and workmanship for a period following delivery to the original retail 
purchaser of 12 months (80 days for commercial applications). This limited warranty applies only 
to those parts and components manufactured by Buhler Industries Inc. Parts and components 
manufactured by others are subject to their manufacturer’s warranties, if any.

Buhler Industries Inc. will fulfill this limited warranty by, at its option, repairing or replacing 
any covered part that is defective or is the result of improper workmanship, provided that the 
part is returned to Buhler Industries Inc. within thirty (30) days of the date that such defect or 
improper workmanship is, or should have been, discovered. Buhler Industries Inc. reserves the 
right to either inspect the product at the buyer’s location or have it returned to the factory for 
inspection. Parts must be returned through the selling representative and the buyer must prepay 
transportation charges. 

Buhler Industries Inc. will not be responsible for repairs or replacements that are necessitated, 
in whole or part, by the use of parts not manufactured by or obtained from Buhler Industries Inc. 
Under no circumstances are component parts warranted against normal wear and tear. There 
is no warranty on product pump seals, product pump bearings, rubber product hoses, pressure 
gauges, or other components that require replacement as part of normal maintenance. Also: 
Buckets and Bucket Tines carry no warranty, Bent Spears carry no warranty, Snowblower Fan 
Shafts carry no warranty, Mower Blades carry no warranty, Portable Auger Parts Have Two (2) 
Year Warranty, Loader Parts Have Two (2) Year Warranty. The purchaser is solely responsible for 
determining suitability of goods sold. This warranty is expressly in lieu of all other warranties 
expressed or implied. Buhler Industries Inc. will in no event be liable for any incidental or 
consequential damages whatsoever. Nor for any sum in excess of the price received for the 
goods for which liability is claimed.

Repair Parts Limited Warranty
Buhler Industries Inc. warrants Farm King replacement parts purchased after the expiration of the 
Buhler Industries Inc. Limited Warranty, and used and serviced as provided for in the Operator’s 
Manual, to be free from defects in materials or workmanship for a period of thirty (30) days 
from the invoice date for the parts. Buhler Industries Inc. will fulfill this limited warranty by, at 
its option, repairing or replacing any covered part that is defective or is the result of improper 
workmanship, provided that the part is returned to Buhler Industries Inc. within thirty (30) days 
of the date that such defect or improper workmanship is, or should have been, discovered. Such 
parts must be shipped to Buhler Industries Inc. at the purchaser’s expense.

What is Not Covered
Under no circumstances does this limited warranty cover any components or parts that have 
been subject to the following: negligence; alteration or modification not approved by Buhler 
Industries Inc.; misuse; improper storage; lack of reasonable and proper maintenance, service, 
or repair; normal wear; damage from failure to follow operating instructions; accident; and/
or repairs that have been made with parts other than those manufactured, supplied, and or 
authorized by Buhler Industries Inc.

Warranty - Cultivator
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Authorized Dealer and Labor Costs
Repairs eligible for labor under this limited warranty must be made by Buhler Industries Inc. or an 
authorized Farm King dealer. Buhler Industries Inc. retains the exclusive discretion to determine 
whether it will pay labor costs for warranty repairs or replacements, and the amount of such 
costs that it will pay and the time in which the repairs will be made. If Buhler Industries Inc. 
determines that it will pay labor costs for warranty work, it will do so by issuing a credit to the 
dealer’s or distributor’s account. Buhler Industries Inc. will not approve or pay invoices sent for 
repairs that Buhler Industries Inc. has not previously approved. Warranty service does not extend 
the original term of this limited warranty. 

Warranty Requirements
To be covered by warranty, each Farm King new product must be registered with Buhler 
Industries Inc. within thirty (30) days of delivery to original retail purchaser. If the customer 
decides to purchase replacement components before the warranty disposition of such 
components is determined, Buhler Industries Inc. will bill the customer for such components and 
then credit the replacement invoice for those components later determined to be covered by this 
limited warranty. Any such replacement components that are determined not be covered by this 
limited warranty will be subject to the terms of the invoice and shall be paid for by the purchaser. 

Warranty Claims:
Warranty requests must be prepared on Buhler Industries Inc. Warranty Claim Forms with all 
requested information properly completed. Warranty Claims must be submitted within a thirty 
(30) day period from date of failure repair.

Warranty Labor: 
Any labor subject to warranty must be authorized by Buhler Industries Inc. The labor rate for 
replacing defective parts, where applicable, will be credited at 100% of the dealer’s posted shop 
rate.

Exclusive Effect of Warranty and Limitation of Liability

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, BUHLER INDUSTRIES INC. DISCLAIMS ANY 
WARRANTIES, REPRESENTATIONS, OR PROMISES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE QUALITY, 
PERFORMANCE, OR FREEDOM FROM DEFECT OF THE COMPONENTS AND PARTS COVERED BY 
THIS WARRANTY AND NOT SPECIFICALLY PROVIDED FOR HEREIN.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, BUHLER INDUSTRIES INC. DISCLAIMS ANY IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ON ITS 
PRODUCTS COVERED HEREIN, AND DISCLAIMS ANY RELIANCE BY THE PURCHASER ON 
BUHLER INDUSTRIES INC.’S SKILL OR JUDGMENT TO SELECT OR FURNISH GOODS FOR ANY 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE PURCHASER’S ONLY AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES IN CONNECTION 
WITH THE BREACH OR PERFORMANCE OF ANY WARRANTY ON PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED 
BY BUHLER INDUSTRIES INC. ARE THOSE SET FORTH HEREIN. IN NO EVENT SHALL BUHLER 
INDUSTRIES INC. BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, 
BY WAY OF EXAMPLE ONLY AND NOT LIMITATION, LOSS OF CROPS, LOSS OF PROFITS OR 
REVENUE, OTHER COMMERCIAL LOSSES, INCONVENIENCE, OR COST OF REPLACEMENT 
OF RENTAL EQUIPMENT). IN NO EVENT SHALL FARM KING’S CONTRACT OR WARRANTY 
LIABILITY EXCEED THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT. 

Warranty - Cultivator
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(Note that some provinces or states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty 
lasts or the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above 
limitations and exclusion may not apply to you.) This warranty gives you specific legal rights and 
you may also have other rights, which vary from province to province or state to state.

Buhler Industries Inc. neither assumes nor authorizes any person or entity, including its selling 
representatives, to assume any other obligations or liability in connections with the sale of 
covered equipment, or to make any other warranties, representations, or promises, express or 
implied, as to the quality, performance, or freedom from defect of the components and parts 
covered herein. No one is authorized to alter, modify, or enlarge this limited warranty, or its 
exclusions, limitations and reservations.

Corrections of defects and improper workmanship in the manner, and for the applicable time 
periods, provided for herein shall constitute fulfillment of all responsibilities of Buhler Industries 
Inc. to the purchaser, and Buhler Industries Inc. shall not be liable in negligence, contract, or on 
any other basis with respect to the subject equipment.

This limited warranty is subject to any existing conditions of supply which may directly affect 
Buhler Industries Inc.’s ability to obtain materials or manufacture replacement parts.

Buhler Industries Inc. reserves the right to make improvements in design or changes in 
specifications to its products at anytime, without incurring any obligation to owners of units 
previously sold.

Government Legislation:
Warranty terms and conditions are subject to provincial or state legislation.

Important Note: This warranty does not apply to rentals.
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